Changing the location of care: Management of patients with chronic conditions in Veterans Health Administration using care coordination/home telehealth

The way that societal changes influence how health services are delivered to people with chronic diseases and conditions exemplifies how policy responses must now acknowledge patient and caregiver preferences for care. New healthcare-associated information technologies are allowing patients to choose their location for care and realize their preferences [1]. Previous long-term care policy projections had anticipated that today’s healthcare system would be challenged to meet the growing need for long-term institutional care and to care for an aging population whose chronic disease incidence and prevalence would rise dramatically [2–3]. During the intervening 25 years, many factors [4–6], including reduced disability levels in the elderly, increased disposable income, changes in chronic disease patterns, and initiatives to increase caregiver and community support, have moved the long-term care equation toward noninstitutional settings. When appropriate and given the choice, many people prefer to remain living independently in their homes and/or communities and to avoid or delay placement in long-term institutional care facilities [7].

Healthcare systems must respond to a complex and continually evolving long-term care agenda that expects these systems to restructure how they provide care and, in doing so, develop noninstitutional care services that reach directly into patients’ homes. Among the noninstitutional care services routinely delivered by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) is care coordination. Care coordination has been explicitly designed to meet the changing healthcare needs of a veteran population that is aging and coping with the limitations imposed on their lives and longevity by chronic diseases and conditions, e.g., diabetes, chronic heart failure (CHF), spinal cord injury (SCI), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), stroke, multiple sclerosis (MS), and hypertension. VHA defines care coordination as—

the use of health informatics, telehealth, and disease management to enhance and extend care and case management activities to facilitate access to care and improve the health of designated individuals and populations with the specific intent of providing the right care in the right place at the right time (http://www.va.gov/occ/).

VHA uses a range of telehealth technologies to support three classes of care coordination programs in its 154 Department of Veterans Affairs medical centers. Care coordination/home telehealth (CCHT) programs use telehealth technologies, including digital cameras, videophones, messaging/monitoring devices, and telemonitors, to coordinate care directly from a
Care coordination/general telehealth (CCGT) programs use videoconferencing technologies to provide clinical services, e.g., telemental health between hospitals and community-based outpatient clinics (CBOCs). Care coordination/store-and-forwards (CCSF) allow VHA to provide teleretinal imaging, dermatology, wound care, and pathology services to rural and remote locations. CCHT, CCGT, and CCSF enable VHA to make specialist care, e.g., rehabilitation, more widely available and accessible to veteran patients, especially those who find access to care challenging because they live in remote or rural areas. Care coordination enhances care by changing its location to a more accessible site or supporting the ongoing provision of care at a current site in which, for example, recruitment of specialist staff such as eye care professionals is problematic, e.g., in a remote or rural location.

Fundamental to VHA’s ability to change the location of care by reconfiguring face-to-face care and introducing services that extend into patient’s homes, community settings, and CBOCs has been the full implementation of a comprehensive computerized health record (CHR). Currently, the patients with chronic diseases to whom changing location of care applies most are those at risk of long-term institutional care placement. In healthcare organizations without a CHR (and in the VHA prior to the introduction of CHR) the charts/medical records for these patients are typically maintained in several volumes that are not reliably available because they are concurrently being processed elsewhere in the system. Even during an unscheduled clinic visit by a patient whose paper chart is available, a provider who is not familiar with the patient cannot always easily and quickly access the information in a busy clinic. In VHA’s experience, an electronic record with structured, necessary health information (e.g., complaints, progress notes, medication, allergies, past history, laboratory results, and radiology) is a vital prerequisite to viable, safe, and effective remote decision making in the home and clinic. Hereafter, this guest editorial will focus on the role that CCHT plays in coordinating care.

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) considers care coordination and implementation of new information technologies one possible answer to the challenge of the rising prevalence of people with chronic diseases [8]. In espousing these IOM solutions within its care coordination programs, VHA has sought to make the home the preferred care location. VHA care-coordination programs are explicitly patient-centric and predicated on the Wagner model of chronic care [9] that encourages patient self-management [10]. Increasingly, patients want to be involved in care management decisions [11] but in routine services, this is a complex undertaking [12], especially for patients who need long-term care and have disabilities [13–14]. The finding that elderly patients with cognitive deficits can express their preferences [15] further supports the movement of care delivery away from older paternalistic approaches and encourages the development of long-term care services that incorporate new models of independent living [16]. This change of emphasis affects funding arrangements for care [17]. Therefore, because both clinical and financial considerations shape the long-term care sector, VHA considered both issues when it created care-coordination services that are patient-focused and positively address the fragmented care that adversely affects patient safety [18–19].

VHA designed its CCHT programs for noninstitutional long-term care services using a systems approach that incorporates patient preference, assesses patient’s healthcare needs, and ensures safe and efficient provision of care for patients with chronic diseases. VHA has developed a tool kit that standardizes its CCHT approach. CCHT offers an information technology infrastructure and organizational framework for providing patient-focused services that help manage the biopsychosocial problems associated with care delivery in rural areas [20–21]. No evidence supports the value of routine outpatient clinic appointments in the management of chronic disease. On the contrary, patients frequently deteriorate before or after these routine clinic appointments. VHA initial pilots of CCHT were implemented based on the hypothesis that programs of care that continually monitored patients
with chronic disease would reduce hospital admissions, bed days of care, and emergency room attendances. Outcomes analyses of CCHT in VHA have shown reduced hospitalizations, 30 percent fewer emergency room visits, a 30 percent reduction in the average number of bed days of care, improved health-related quality of life [22], and benefits in terms of satisfaction [23], use clinical outcomes [24–25], and cost. CCHT supports rehabilitation in the home and improved instrumental activities of daily living and cognitive function [25].

VHA now has CCHT programs in all 21 regional administrative units (Veterans Integrated Services Networks). As of April 2006, VHA CCHT programs support the care of more than 12,000 veteran patients with chronic conditions in their homes—patients who would otherwise need long-term institutional care. VHA’s current trajectory for CCHT expansion was based upon an April 2002 needs assessment that showed how noninstitutional care delivery to this population could be accomplished with home telehealth technologies [26]. Short-, medium- and long-term implementations of CCHT were recommended. In October 2006, VHA will complete its short-term CCHT implementation and thereby will provide care coordination to 21,000 veterans with CHF, COPD, diabetes, and PTSD. These are patients for whom annual costs of care exceed $25,000.

The medium-term implementation strategy will target 50,000 patients by enrolling patients with SCI, depression, mild dementia, MS, and Parkinson’s disease. Conditional on the outcomes of the short- and medium-term implementations, VHA will consider a long-term implementation that will support the 41 percent of the chronic-disease population with low or limited activities of daily living. These 1.3 million patients, if not managed early in their disease state, will become the high-cost, high-risk, high-use chronic care patients of the future. CCHT may delay this deterioration and enable patients who want to live independently in their homes to continue to do so. VHA’s strategy for supporting the care of this group is the patient-held record MyHealtheVet (http://www.myhealth.va.gov/); the patient education resources that MyHealtheVet provides will support patient self-management.

VHA systematically captures CCHT clinical activity for workload, cost, and outcomes research by integrating the health information derived from the home and feeding it directly into the CHR. In essence, VHA is developing a continuous longitudinal patient record to capture disease-related data. The current non-CCHT routine collection of clinical data is episodic and provides information for when a patient is seen in the outpatient clinic or admitted to the hospital. The CCHT data from the home are risk-stratified for the care coordinators in terms of the patients’ symptoms, knowledge, and behaviors in relation to their disease/condition. VHA CCHT programs are therefore designed not only to promote patient self-management but also to act as fertile sources of outcomes research on factors influencing the clinical course of patients with chronic diseases and the optimization of their care.

VHA has established a national CCHT training center in Lake City, Florida. Through a combination of face-to-face and virtual training modalities, more than 2,000 VHA clinical staff have received CCHT training from a set curriculum. VHA, therefore, has staff with the skills and competencies to support current and planned program expansions.

As an integrated healthcare system with an aging patient population to treat, VHA has a pressing patient care delivery need that provides a clear rationale for reconfiguring its healthcare services to support patients with chronic disease and enable them to live independently in their homes. The future projections for long-term care in the United States are uncertain [27]. VHA has found that home telehealth that supports patients who are living independently in their homes or local communities is a flexible and cost-effective way of providing noninstitutional care to selected populations of patients with chronic conditions. Ensuring that these services are appropriate, safe, effective, and cost-effective requires more than just technology [28–29]. To meet the complex care needs of this population in a robust and sustainable manner, VHA has undertaken this health services development program within a care-coordination model that extends and enhances care and case management through information technologies. A guiding
principle is that the care drives the technology, not vice versa, and thereby the services that VHA is developing center explicitly on the patient and respond to patient preferences.
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